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BULLETIN – 17th May, 2020 #2001
Theme for May - Youth Service Month

Covid-19 meeting arrangements
We are having weekly Tuesday meetings from home by way of ZOOM.
These start at 6:00pm and shouldn’t last for more than 1 hour.
This week is meeting number

2001
and is a Board Meeting.
All are welcome.
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Notes from Meeting #2000 – 10th May
This was our 8th ZOOM meeting and was a very special meeting because of its auspicious number.
Russell invited past members and associates to join the meeting. It was an excellent and enjoyable
meeting with several new faces as discussed below. Here is a screen shot.

Those with sharp eyes will see that we were joined by Jeff Cluse, Peter Sowden (labelled Judy), David
Egan, Paul Crockett, Barrie Trevarrow, Julie Johnson, Montana, Phil Motteram, DGE David Jones, Doug
Layng and DG Jane Owens. Ridhivar (Adelaide Uni Rotaract) also joined. Special mention must also be
made of Dale’s two daughter’s Rebecca and Rachel (labelled as Craig).
Charter President Ernie started proceedings reminding us of his vision for a club that was active in the
community, gave everyone an active role and also had fun in the process. It was mentioned that the
clubs’ 40th Anniversary is in October later this year.
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David Egan made special mention of Les’ photo albums and also highlighted the great contribution to
the club by Mike Semmler and showed a caricature of him that was drawn by Mike.

Paul Crockett (President in 2007/08), Dale (Secretary for many years), David Jones, Rebecca (RYEX) Phil
Motteram (pictured above in Singapore & RYEX 1988 to Japan), Doug Layng and David Jones all gave
interesting snippets of their association with the club over the years. Jack K made special mention of
Mike Semmler and Frank O’Malley as being particularly notable characters in the club’s proceedings.
Ken Adams was mentioned quite often in a similar role. Angela rounded off the meeting emphasising
the club’s welcoming attitude to women, its comradery and the joy it gives to members.

Friday Walk Recommences
The regular Friday walk is back on with social distancing and a maximum number of 10 until the 8th June after
when it can expand to 20. These photos are from Russell.
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Answers to the Weekly Wheatley Quiz Number 5
Last week there were 6 entries which is an improvement. Here are the answers for your interest.
Quiz Number 6 will be included in next week’s Bulletin.

Brian’s Brain Teasers
1. What Runs around a garden without moving at all? A FENCE
2. In what way can five come before four and three? IN A DICTIONARY OR ALPHAPETICALLY
3. What needs to be fed to stay alive but dies if given a drink? A FIRE
4. What can be thrown but never be caught? A TANTRUM/PARTY/VOICE
5. What gets bigger as night falls but vanishes in total darkness? A SHADOW
6. What has a tongue but cannot eat, and never walks alone? A SHOE
7. What never asks questions yet is often answered? A TELEPHONE OR DOORBELL
8. What is stuck in one Place and yet travels the world? A STAMP
(Brian notes that Dale’s answer was A ROTARY BADGE – good answer)
9. What is used by other people more than you, even though it is yours? YOUR NAME
10. Is it legal in Australia for a man to marry his widow’s sister? NO, BECAUSE HE IS ALREADY
DEAD
11. What is so fragile that you can break it by just saying its name? SILENCE
12. What in the USA is measured by the yaRd but worn by the foot? A CARPET
13. How many times can you subtract the number two from the number 50? ONCE (then its 48)
14. From what can I take away a whole and still have some of it? WHOLESOME
15. What can tear down mountains, or build them up, can blind a man and be used to measure
time? SAND (as a person with some knowledge of Geology I don’t agree with this answer)
16. What can be returned without being borrowed? GREETING/FAVOUR
17. Which berry makes a harsh noise? RASPBERRY

Many Thanks to our Bulletin Sponsors
The ultimate search site if you have lost or found
something. Had a prized possession stolen?
Missing a loved one or long-lost friend?
You can list on our site for free.
For the best deal in town for
CAR or HOME INSURANCE COVER
Call Vic Isbester on 8373 1212
or email vic@oxford.net.au
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